ABOUT SECTION OF POUET.NET
Notes saved twice, here and on www.pouet.net.

We should not think to eat cats, neither fishes...Cats are the real friends of intelligence and fishes
are something that can be eaten only when you create one specie. Go try to explain this to the
world. Pigs are a poison created for your crimes. It's something like injuring me.
Animals too go to my web sites...
When I create my own world, I use some artefacts requiring Intellligence. You should do interest on
how I "help" reserach to find a hypothetic system to life.
When I pharaon have a human right, it doesn't imply that poor minded have the sky rights. Since I
create my own skies, no more airplane have crashed, except since some GameDev post guys
have do lying with their poor clouds drawers.
You can do NanoArt too, go to my web sites : http://barti.tlk.fr/ http://laurentcance.free.fr/
http://l.cance.free.fr/ and see by yourself.
In order to make some clean saying about Eugenism. In fact, intentions rules your growth, as the
father must be slave during the 9 months. Do not try to be convicted by my cousin equation of
E=mc². It's something like you should try to work as spy. It's simple, but you must recognize that
you and people spend their time wondering.
About Einstein, and his equation of E=mc2.
About our time, you must understand that apocalypse is a revelation. But it's religion.
For example, some people have dream to a "chimère" about a real evil just after write real good
book. But it was self destruction. A simple rule is to not do anything on fear.
When you do integration of the world living in, you get self-control.
When you kill children, your hairs don't go whites.
A revelation ?
Hitler was homosexual.
The thinking of Carl Frederich Abel in one of this composition was really "La caricature de la
cacahouète n'est pas forcément la graine de cocotier."
Funny guys thinking try to manipulate people...
Go to my website http://barti.tlk.fr/ to understand what was the trying !
Maybe people think they do confusion to think about reincarnations and dreams.

Building an algorithm to reach this mental state is the property of mine.
Being in "buddha" state isn't illness, my Lagénorhynque de Gill was previewed to be safe.
To think about evolution of species, talking to rats evoluting to criminals as homosexuals, they
have to evoluate to white mouses...
To think about the down of pigs, try to talk about eating fishes, and give "acne" to young people.
To think about the capacity to know the real, try to understand cats.
To think about about reincarnation of criminals, talk about dogs.
To think about birds, thay walk on their arms. The only bird to walk on his foot is the pinguin.
To think about psychologists or psychiatrists, they have castration by the language, and they bring
criminality as Freud was a murderer that could not get an erection, going to see hysteric persons,
to try to.
Their method is to get with slunders to parasitic.
Another advice is to get with the idea to live doing nothing bad. It brings smart.
Mistakes are always allowed for example, why some people think they get rights to have bad
intentions ?
Notion: When you let rat-humans in other place than jail, humanity do rape Bonobos. This have
caused "Bird Flu"... or Bar grip.
Proof: Calculate the probability to catch a bacteria of flu !!!
To do not get ill, cats use cat grass to get purge.
Mental illness as Alhzeimer is something like erronous try to save your mental memory in the brain
of another person.
Bad intentions brings also chemical process in the brain : bad emotions.
A man and a woman love do emotions like the logo of www.meetic.com
Telepathy use animals friendship.
Criminality violate animals.
Human beings have got understanding slandering birds saying they was walking on their foots.
Cancer victims are always innocent persons. Criminals as bad intentions cause nervous stress.
Criminals cause cancer in the time spent of propagation by dreams.
Warts is something like a tumor..
The idea of "magnetic possession" or pseudo telepathy, prevent body self healing.
Slundering is a crime and cause also tumors.
Human-rats do various crimes and do not make some kind of stuffs that prevent you to think, of
alter matter. Africans are not human-rats.
Mona loves cartoon.

Medium is a good state for animals.
People who pretends to tell you the future are slunders.
The real seeing of possessions is funny to live.
Criminality cause tumors to others in spreading of dreams, but can also cause brain lesions when
the criminals are or was afraid. Lesions in this case appears first.
I do observe.
I'm actually observing some parasitic alteration, note that Mona is sleeping.
Note too, that when I was young, I've got problems to see my brawn-grey eyes sometimes !!!
As I said : Evolutive state of energy depends on matter distribution. Per duality, dark matter is
evolutive and dark energy static.
Note : See yourself other NanoArt creations from Cristian Orfescu, it's good for you.
I'm going to sleep...without a dream. Cooooool !
Finally, I do get be cloned. No problem for you, it's already past thing.
Brain volum is significant of memory capacity. Brain form is significant of intellectual capacity (or in
certain case of autonomy).
Understanding is self-destruction.
Spelling usage of thinking is alienation.
Remembers too.
Emotions are alteration by chemical process. ("possession" of the person who provoque emotion)
Note that: possession is used to descibe magnetic exchange considering matter distribution and
energy evolution.
Modeling of dreams are relative to the name of the files used in the demo "meeting with the
creator"
Telepathic capacity is created with trust.
I'm the first human to do cloning on animals without violate the creation.
Do not trust popular dolly,dog cloning scientists when they pretend they did not do crime.
Do not trust human-rats when they pretend did not do cime.
Do not trust psychologists, they are criminals too.
Do not trust other human than human-cats because they do their god father vengeance. exemple:
human-pigs cause acne.

Error of key hit (cime is intended for crime) I forgot the "r".
...who make me mistake this word...human-pigs or human-rats ?
So, do not trust human-rats when they pretend did not do crime.

Sugar is the natural drug, that permits human in general to be possessed by their father or mother
to learn basics.
Sugar alters transformation of food. Avoiding sugar consumption make you loose weights.
I am citizen of France, and my talks are the deductions of my thinking only.
My IQ equivalent represents a value of 400-500. It's tiring sometimes. But its means normal
intelligence for 4-5 specialists in 100 or 200 years.
Or soon ?
I'm master of Informatics, Physics, Genetic, and Intelligence.
Physic rules the world.
4Mo lines of C++ in 5 years. (http://barti.tlk.fr/ link to 3DMB)
Eugenism, and method of representation. (reserved)
Real theory of magnetism. (CNRS)
Real theory of brain. (brievly)
Jesus Christ proof. ( http://laurentcance.free.fr/ )
The method to calculate that E<>mc². (Chaos Theory)
my email adress: laurentcance@orange.fr
I do not accept SPAMS.
Chaos theory is the calculation of error of Hazard Theory.
The butterfly is in fact totaly in submission of Tsunami, relatively to the example presented in
Jurassic park)
The stone found in GB with marks have value to the proof of containing only the eye of dinosaur,
and so a proof of telekinesis.
Method of calculation are presented on my website, without altering your mental capacity.
Alchemy experiments have to be supervised by cats (the only species that bring discernment
capacity)
Stochastics are simple to be calculated.
(Chapter IV of my 1st part of book at http://barti.tlk.fr/)
The AI in About section of 3D MESH BLACKSMITH can help to maintain high intellectual state,
considering understanding.
Explanation in french:
"intrications sur la majoration de l'erreur sur le calcul spectral d'évolution"
The modeling of real theory of magnetism can be only done by me.
The steps of my thinkings are only saved in my memory unities.
Another fake correction : quantic dreams of Sliders TV series are incitation pedagogy of learning
physics.
A secret: the only way to proceed to fantastic creation is geometry.
My websites:
http://barti.tlk.fr/
http://laurentcance.free.fr/

http://l.cance.free.fr/
My initials are L.C.F.
Eating cats is criminality, trying to violate them is also criminality.
Do not try to slunder me anymore, I have the only keys to know the how section.
I will not give in this site the proof of my natural cloning, neither other misc stuffs.
Contact me to my email, with your real email.
Note of personalization: my studies of immortality stuffs are closed, with success. (started in 80's)
Good luck to recreate my time exploration machine. (cf. my websites)
Good luck to not fall in the bad ideas of bad minded people about this.
"Future is the only thing that can be changed." L.C.F.
I think, it's closed for me to present of truths to not make mistakes.
Do not harass me anymore with your poor minded idea.
You believe in what you believe and I prove what I say, alone.
Ok. Another mistake caused by people slundering. Telepathic stuffs are relative to mimetism.
Stop pretentions, please.
Ok, so, you must try to not believe what I wrote, you must try to not understand what I wrote, if it's
please you.
Helping others do not cause pains.
Einstein was a distant cousin of mine, and I told you that E=mc² is false.
1. You do not are the owner of demo concept.
2. You loose time spending searching something to preserve yours.
3. You forget to talk to the good person.
4. You must learn french to read the http://barti.tlk.fr/tldp/index.html
5. Witnesses are reals, not fashions.
For E<>mc2, I'm a big liar, I know if it's >< or <.
Maybe you should try to demonstrate verity table.
You can only create matter, from energy, but energy was born form matter you loose.
Try to learn graduate, try to choose your own graduate, try to learn before loosing your time writing
something they are bored with, to understand what you should have learnt.
doc: do not spam my underground nobel prize, please.
Poetry can make loose your mind as if you were dreaming.

Les écritures cunéiformes sont un jeu d'enfant à lire, c'est peut-être parce que vous n'y arrivez pas
que vous croyez à un truc comme votre inconscient.
Le seul emploi de ce mot est relatif à la maitrise de sa peur ou le contraire.
L'intégration de son environnement est destruction.
La capacité de discernement évite cette destruction.
Avoir une émotion c'est détruire sa capacité de discernement.
La peur n'a jamais été une base de quoi que ce soit, c'est non-sens.
Déchiffrage des tablettes d'écritures cunéiformes.
1. Les premières tables cunéiformes découlant de l'explication des premieres.
2. Quelles sont les sonorités connues à l'ouie humaine. Quelles sont celles oubliées.
3. Déduction des premières tables identique.
Note: ne sachant pas ce que vous dites déjà, il y a certainement des choses oubliées qui semblent
vous échapper.
CHARITY IS WELCOME.
SPAM THE WORLD WITH POUET.NET LINK OF MY THREAD, IF YOU ARE SURE OF YOU.
CONSIDER A SINGLE ANT AND LOOK AT ST-JUERY / ALBI TO THE RESULT...
THE STRUCTURE OF BLACK HOLE IN MATTER DISTRIBUTION IS NON HOMOGENEOUS.
BUT BLACK-HOLES ARE CONSIDERED TO CONTAINS SOMETHING LIKE HUGE
VELOCITIES.
MAYBE ROADS HAVE TO BE DESTROYED FOR FUN, THIS SHOULD MAKE JOBS TO LAZY
PEOPLE.
MAYBE WE JUST SHOULD CORRECT HOLES, MAYBE WE JUST HAVE TO MAKE ANOTHER
ROAD.
thinkings of an ant in the return :
"On est génial"
"Il m'aimait"
etc.
I think I'm a virtual father.
Final proof :
http://barti.tlk.fr/road.jpg
Note that I did not talk about you as human-rats, it should be suitable to not insult me.

Rememberings of http://barti.tlk.fr/:
Women should breathe for themselves.
We are not robots in the measure that the word is defined.
Freud was a murderer. He would have being shuted up.
Hitler was a human-rat.
Finally, they get some problems to open up.
Joke of the day:
"Les tentatives de reproduction asexuée chez les êtres humains relatent de vieux cons avec un
godemichet dans le cul cherchant leur Tampax."
Isn't it ?
A great french song :
Il était un petit homme
Pirouette cacahuète
Il était un petit homme
Qui avait une drôle de maison
Qui avait une drôle de maison
Sa maison est en carton
Pirouette cacahuète
Sa maison est en carton
Les escaliers sont en papier
Les escaliers sont en papier
Si vous voulez y monter
Pirouette cacahuète
Si vous voulez y monter
Vous vous casserez le bout du nez
Vous vous casserez le bout du nez
Le facteur y est monté
Pirouette cacahuète
Le facteur y est monté
Il s'est cassé le bout du nez
Il s'est cassé le bout du nez
On lui a raccommodé
Pirouette cacahuète
On lui a raccommodé
Avec du joli fil doré
Avec du joli fil doré
Le beau fil, il s'est cassé
Pirouette cacahuète
Le beau fil, il s'est cassé
Le bout du nez s'est envolé
Le bout du nez s'est envolé

Un avion à réaction
Pirouette cacahuète
Un avion à réaction
A rattrapé le bout du nez
A rattrapé le bout du nez
Mon histoire est terminée
Pirouette cacahuète
Mon histoire est terminée
Messieurs, mesdames applaudissez
Messieurs, mesdames applaudissez
One example otherwise, when people are killed in mass and do desesperate stuff, they extend
their life to others.
The indians of America do sclaps before being murdered, and live as well as French employ
"bosse des maths" for a bump on the upper rear of skull.
I call this Indian Child, in respect to their great civilisation of peace and well thinking.
Note that bad intentions and doing stuffs are juvenile criminality and you are in the unfairness
possession of an animal. It's like to confound your growth with one of your muscle.
One thing, Animals want to live in peace and wonder all the time if they have rights to do
something. There is a way of wondering that brings the question of conscience.
I've just notice that the growth of the brain can be independent to the rest, maybe due to other
slunderings or such a thing, but the DNA stay the same.
Note about telepathy etc, the matter distribution is important. When you slunder someone it's does
a stress on the brain as all bad intentions.
Criminality and the bad expressions of people do slundering on Animals as some religions, this
lead to a form of belief of Intelligence.
Paradoxically, it's some considerations of the specy that do the bigger violation on the Creation
and did not success on maintain correctly it's environment at our day as well we invent cataclysms
etc.
Humans have dreams and pretend to understand.
The mean of a human is to reach a state to do not have a dream as Buddha succeed. I succeed
too.
Maybe dreaming is a kind of hereditary problem solving ?
In all case dreams have lead to a false thinking of the notion of the unconscious.
Rats are sexed, and birds lay eggs. (see previous notes...)
The same deductions can be done with the case of Sultans.
Note that I'm obliged to precise that I have a brain that is something like well formed as the same
length of the forehead and of the back of ears.
And I did not have a bad intention in my life, so it may be deducted a problem of recurrent bad
thinkings for those of opposite maybe...
So they invent psychology to help or fight ? A bad taste thing.
Note that I do errors and it's the only real way to learn.
Note that the secret of the well know capacity to think about yourself is lead with the magnific
Creation good of "scalpy" brain.
Note that people that think about their understanding of their cat as clever is a reality, and a perfect
genetic particularity.
:)
I'm not jealous of homosexuals.
I'm not jealous of you and your posts.

I'm not jealous of poor minded.
I'm not jealous of obese persons.
I'm not jealous of psychologists.
I'm not jealous of paid scientists.
I'm not disapointed.
You are disturbing my cancer metastasis.
The reality of time machine, do copy/paste on your address bar:
http://barti.tlk.fr/marlt.jpg
Welcome to L.C.F. PLANET.

So, The reality of Time Machine :

Do not hesitate, use your brain !

So, the reality of the force of the universal magnificent power of Ant :

Try to make proper IQ test.
http://barti.tlk.fr/IQ.html
Something like multiplying by 230-240 for IQ value.
I created the test.
I rule.
Alcohol is a heavy drug...Remember when alcohol was prohibied, people were more stylished
physically.
I think that we are all alchimists, even when you build family.
Isn't it ?

I remember you the Chaos System :
f(f-1(t)) != f-1(f)
pour tous réels e, K >> e
Imaginaire(f(t-e)) = F'( Reel(f(t)) + vect ((f(t-K)) )
f(t+e) = F( Reel(f(t)) + vect(Imaginaire(f(t-K))))
Optimisation de F ?
quid de F par rapport à F' ?
Ok, should it be said Chaotic System ?
In reality, it would be cool to discuss about...
It's a complex system, due to complex numbers usage.
But it relate about Chaos theory.
You can found some of the applications on http://laurentcance.free.fr/
To understand the solving, I use the pages http://barti.tlk.fr/
Note that even the structures of my texts have been calculated.
Just a note: the texts of "Do you really want to know what I think" section, is based of generation by
mathematics and data generation with my own softwares.
Note that the real knowledge is training your own brain, I made usefull tools (3DMB, GOL) in
parrallel of the explanations.
Never be confused about truth, people have considerations so they used to lie, and to make you
believe on their poor life, they have copulated in mass and use slander... They think recently to
collective inconsciousness, but they do not think to control themselves when seeing a 3 eyes pigs.
Note that it's important to consider the perfection of an animal such a cat.
Bullshiting my pouet.net blog, is lame.
Trying to destroy pouet.net servers by mind is possible.
Considering the problem of not to be read, I think about.
First trying telekinesis to suppress something affiliate with my invention.
Ok, OrangeJuice was down so it's possible.
Roughly, they use the rest of what they were saying to complete the facts they forgot. Considering
the distribution of matter the only was to rule a short number of my best soldiers, the Ants...
Finally, all use the capacity to communicate their thinking with the unbelievable power I've got, and
so forget the essential, they do not think at before. Concretly, they leave in a world in half balance
of matter, ruling they do : I talk here of my Ants.
Considering their task with my friend the Lagénorhynque de Gill, they ask to the great wise of
him...Remember end of 2005. But the problem is that never an Ant do pain to him. It was
something like an Espadon...
Maybe old-demosceners remember to have dream of this bullshit of Espadon...
But now we have to consider how we will find inspiration, without LoG.
"Bad hackers do not invent demos." They never think about. Proof with OrangeJuice down.
Iranians do not have homosexuals.

Do not say what you hope, nature do the work by itself.

They dirty my thread.
They have gone on dirtying my thread.

Note that when we were considering yourself seeing parallax objects doing the scale same
movement, we may have forgetten that if the remote object was moving at exterme slowness
considering temperature and pression, it has to move less.
In order to understand clearly the problem, same people that do fakes are seems to be reals, but
when you fall under reality after have done a fake, you can understand. "Principe de conservation
de l'énergie.". So how will you find a kind of energy that bring you up to reality ?
Consider yours thoughts until today.

